
Fact Sheet: Getting Started - Setting up an
Office and Record Keeping Systems
June 6, 2021

The impact of Covid 19 has made many foundations rethink their need
for a physical office space. Advances in technology, group meeting
apps, co-working spaces, off-site document storage and back-up, and
an increase in working from home are changing the way organizations
think about setting up and maintaining their central office.

Setting up an office

When addressing this area, you should consider the following:

● Assess your needs – Do you need office space?
● Consider your facility and meeting needs over at least three to five years. Are there other

ways you can accommodate these needs without being tied into a long-term lease?  What
about shared spaces to hold your board and committee meetings? Think about where you’ll
meet potential donors.  Could these meetings take place in their homes? Their lawyer’s
office? Some communities have opened co-working spaces.  Would these make sense for
your foundations?

● It’s important to consider that wherever you call ‘home’ you need to build and maintain
awareness and a professional image for the foundation in your community.

● Be aware of the importance of creating a professional image in terms of efficiency,
consistency, quality work, and timely response to queries in building credibility and trust in
your community.
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● Find the balance between looking like an efficient, well managed, legitimate community
player and looking too flashy or extravagant.

● Regardless of which location serves as your administrative space, it’s key to start off with
proper equipment, computer systems, software and get the training needed to use them
effectively and quickly. It’s cost effective in the long run.

● Ensure that you have adequate insurance. Assess your insurance needs, arrange for
appropriate coverage. There is a separate document available from the CFC Resource Library
on the types of insurance coverage you need to obtain.

● Set up systems for communicating with the community and create communications materials

ACTION CHECKLIST: setting up an office WHO WHEN
Assess your needs for office space and equipment
Finalize and then secure what space is right for the next three to five years.  Options
include:
● Working from a home office
● Co-working with an established non-profit organization being aware of the risks to

your foundation’s image of links between partner and the community foundation
(e.g. United Way-Centraide)

● Renting a private space

Note: Especially if staff are only part-time, look for a location that can provide alternate
support for pick-up and delivery of grant applications, courier packages, etc.

Assess your meeting space needs for board, committee and donor meetings. Options
include sharing with a larger organization, using local community space or accessing a
board member’s meeting space.
Set up a telephone/receptionist process and a mailing address for communicating with
your community.  Options include:
● using a professional telephone service until you set up an office
● sharing or contracting telephone/reception tasks with your local museum/volunteer

centre, the United Way
● renting a PO Box
● if you are not using a home office, recruit volunteers to help with reception (note: if

board members volunteer for this reception role, they must remember to separate
their board and volunteer staff hats).

Determine your insurance needs and arrange for appropriate coverage.
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● check provincial requirements re eligibility for Director's and Officers' Liability
insurance (check out the CFC Resource on Risk Management)

● policy on Director and Officers’ liability must be approved by the board
● choose an insurance broker
● consider insurance implications if using a home office, non-owned auto coverage

Office Equipment:
● telephone (cell and/or landline): consider ability to capture messages/send and

receive texts and e-mail/filing cabinets, etc. (photocopying can be purchased);
● start off with a “state of the art” computer system as it will save money in the long

run and enable you to function efficiently and effectively with minimum staff.

Recommendations: Windows 10 (Professional or Home), MS Office (professional edition)
has everything you need. Quickbooks software is an excellent accounting package for
small to midsize community foundations. Antivirus software, such as Norton or McAfee,
is crucial.

Produce communications materials, letterhead, etc. It’s important to have a website
developed as soon as possible. (See the CFC Resource Library for communications
information and ideas).

Setting up Record Keeping Systems

Getting Started: Food for Thought

Unless you are a born bookkeeper or have an affinity for hanging folders and colored files,
recordkeeping can seem like a thankless task. It's not that recordkeeping is hard work - it's just
that you must keep doing it. As the paperwork continues to flow, you might at times find yourself
swimming in a mad mess of materials.

If your foundation has not established a records management system, now is the time. It's not just
about keeping your office tidy - good recordkeeping is legally required. It helps you stay
accountable to the public, your funders and CRA as well as keeping you on your toes in the event
of a CRA audit.
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When developing or reconfiguring your system be mindful of keeping electronic or hard copy
records.  If you are primarily looking at electronic copies, it is critical to ensure privacy is
maintained as well as a regular program of backing up your electronic files.  And don’t forget to
test your backups to make sure that you are able to retrieve the most recent files should the
need arise.

And there's more to recordkeeping than meets the legal eye. Some foundations have also
discovered that good recordkeeping helps them improve their grantmaking and donor relations
while staying informed about their communities. Here are some ideas on how your colleagues
use records to pursue their mission and preserve their foundation's history.

In Search of Trends

Some foundations use records to assess where they've been and where they want to go. Review
financial records to monitor how your foundation has funded broad program areas over time, and
how much has been spent proportionately at the organizations you consider "mission critical."
Compare the funding trends to the foundation's values to make sure there's a match. Maintain an
electronic database of the foundation's records, which makes it so much easier to look for trends.
And if your database allows then code each grant by sector. Ensure that you distinguish donor
directed from discretionary grants.  This will give you a better understanding of what broad
program areas your donors are funding as compared to those supported by the foundation’s
various granting programs.

Staying in Touch with Community Needs

We don’t believe that there is any legal obligation to keep grant records for a prescribed length
of time.  However, with the increased use of electronic databases, it is much easier to track
inquiries and applications by sector.  This information, when extrapolated, will help to determine
which sectors are being served, or not, by your foundation. This helps the foundation research
funding ideas, track community needs and stay in tune with local organizations.  Include in your
records, information on other funding agencies including their funding criteria and links to the
information on projects that they have funded.  This information will help your foundation identify
opportunities in the future to collaborate as well as assisting your grant staff in responding, and
potentially redirecting, inquiries from potential grantees
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Creating a Time Capsule

Before you send old and unused files to the trash or recycling bin, consider starting an archive for
your foundation. This is so much easier now with technology. Archiving may sound intimidating at
first, but it can actually be relatively simple.
Archives include files with detailed information about your foundation's beginnings - its values,
mission, and grant program, as well as its people - the founder(s), trustees and any staff.

What should an archive contain? Think of your archive as a time capsule for the future. What will
be important for the foundation's successors to know? What would a philanthropy scholar find
interesting? Since the foundation’s files are stored electronically, create a master archive list with
links to where key information is stored on your server, including:

● Minutes from board meetings
● Grant files
● Annual reports
● Oral and/or written histories
● Press clippings (download articles and save as a pdf on your server)
● Photographs
● Videos
● Correspondence

Here are some other tips for recordkeeping:

● Scan important documents to store them electronically.
● Keep hard copies of legal documents (articles of incorporation, tax returns, bylaws) in a

fire-safe place at a separate location.
● Back up your computer regularly and test your backup retrieval process at least monthly.

More tips!

If you do keep grant paper files indefinitely, remember that you can go through and strip them
after a few years-eliminating non-vital documents like grantee board lists, financial statements,
and other items that are out of date. This will help you maintain your records in a less
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cumbersome form or as preparation to archive them off-site.

If you don't have the space (or interest) in storing an archive yourself, consider donating it to a
local library, repository or historical society. Most have tools to preserve your materials and can
advise you on what is of historical value. For more information on where to donate your archive,
contact the special collections librarian at your local community or post-secondary institution
library or contact the Association of Canadian Archivists.

It helps to scan most materials directly into a computer database or files, and when possible, ask
for documents electronically. Consider using an on-line grantmaking app.  CFC has more
information on apps used by member organizations.

On the flip side, paper may have more staying power than electronic files. With technology
constantly changing, it may be difficult for your successors to access electronic files - even as
soon as ten to twenty years from now. Although paper files require more storage space, it might
be easier and more cost-effective for your small foundation to stick to paper files, or at least,
keep a hard-copy back-up of important records.

Create a Records Retention Policy

This type of policy provides for the systematic review, retention, and destruction of documents
received or created by a foundation in connection with the transaction of the foundation’s
business. The policy covers all records and documents, regardless of physical form, and contains
guidelines for how long certain documents should be kept and how records should be destroyed.
The policy is designed to ensure compliance with federal and provincial laws and regulations, to
eliminate accidental or innocent destruction of records and to facilitate the foundation’s
operations by promoting efficiency and freeing up valuable storage space.

The goals of the policy are to:

● Retain important documents for reference and future use
● Delete documents that are no longer necessary for the proper functioning of the

foundation
● Organize important documents for efficient retrieval, and
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● Ensure that the foundation’s directors, employees and volunteers understand their
obligations in retaining documents, the length of their retention, means of storage, and
when and how they should be destroyed.

A foundation’s record retention policies should be based on a combination of legal requirements,
the foundation’s by-laws, and the desire to keep records for historical purposes as determined by
the foundation. It is also important to   consider the impact of PIPEDA, Personal Information
Protection Electronic Documents Act, or the provincial privacy act application to the foundation.
These acts enforce the appropriate collection of data from donors, stakeholders, employees,
volunteers to ensure only information required for their function is collected and held only as long
as it is required and with the permission and knowledge of the individuals.

The following is an excerpt from a CRA document with respect to records retention.

A registered charity must keep adequate books and records in either English or French,
at a Canadian address it has on file with us, so that we can verify official donation receipts
issued, as well as its income and expenditures. A charity must also keep information that
we can use to determine whether its activities continue to be charitable. This additional
information will vary from charity to charity but could include, for example, copies of
minutes of meetings, correspondence, publicity brochures, or advertisements.

The charity should retain its books and records as follows:

● Duplicates of receipts must be retained for a minimum of two years from the end
of the calendar year in which the donations were made.

● Books and records, together with the accounts and vouchers, containing the
summaries of the year-to-year transactions of the charity, must be held for a
minimum of six years from the end of the fiscal period to which they relate. When
a registered charity loses its registration, the books and records must be retained
for a minimum of two years after the date the registration is revoked; the following
must be kept as long as the charity remains registered and for two years after the
registration is revoked.

● All records of any donations received by a registered charity that are subject to a
direction by the donor that the property given be held by the charity for a period
of not less than 10 years;.
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● Minutes of meetings of the executive.
● Minutes of meetings of the members; and
● All governing documents and by-laws. Books and records may be destroyed at an

earlier time than outlined above if the Minister gives written permission for their
disposal

Should a charity be dissolved, records must be retained for a period of two years following the
date of dissolution.

Attached you will find a records retention checklist that was created by the Niagara Community
Foundation.  This can be adapted to fit your foundation’s circumstances.

What information you have to keep:

Board records

● Original copies of:
● charitable status registration from Canada Revenue Agency
● incorporation documents - provincial or federal
● original bylaw and approved revisions and date of revisions

● Board and AGM minutes must be retained and signed by the Board Chair.  Legally these need
to be retained for a minimum of seven years as they are the legal record of your organization
with all motions and policies recorded.  You may want to consider keeping the minutes in
perpetuity as they provide an overview of the history of the foundation.

● Board approved policies for each area of responsibility:
● Financial Policies including investment policies
● Personnel / Human Resource Policies
● Grantmaking Policies
● Administration Policies
● Board governance policies such as Conflict of Interest, Confidentiality, Nomination,

Planning, etc.
● Board and Committee member lists with the following:

● Name, address, etc.
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● For Board members their position and term of office
● Date joined/resigned from board
● Areas of expertise

● Operational records
● Financial records:

● Paper copy or back-up – stored offsite
● Documentation submitted to auditor

● Tax Receipts – sequential order including all voided copies
● Back-up for all computer files – updated weekly, kept off site – you may want to consider an

application like ‘One Drive’ which automatically backs up documents as they are updated.
This is an internet-based storage platform with a significant chunk of space offered for free by
Microsoft to anyone with a Microsoft account. 

● Donor records that include:
● Name
● Preferred name for contact
● Address
● Telephone
● Donation: date, amount, direction/purpose
● Other – names of relations, areas of interest, etc.

● Funds:
● Name of fund and year fund established
● Signed copy of fund agreement
● Initial donor
● Contributions by other donors
● Designated funds including where to direct annual distribution
● Advised funds.  Important to include a contingency clause in the fund

agreement once donor is no longer able to advise on direction of fund
earnings

● Record of all fund agreements
● Records of grants:

● Name of organization receiving grant
● Address and contact information
● Business Number for Canada Revenue Agency reporting
● Grant category
● Grant evaluation/assessment document
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● Amount of request
● Amount granted
● Cheque number and date issued
● Report received from grantee
● Comments

● Human Resource Records
● Names & addresses of employees along with dates of employment,

termination, etc.
● Wages
● Individual employee files
● Appraisals

Using databases and spreadsheets

The previous section identified the information that you need to keep. But what’s the best way to
keep all this information so that it is secure and accessible?  This section provides an overview of
software considerations.

Computer software: suggestions on what to look for:

Off-the-shelf software – New and emerging community foundations can have many of their
grants management needs met through off-the-shelf software – spreadsheets and database
programs. The advantage is that often these programs are part of an integrated office system
software package that will allow you to work with your word processing and accounting
programs. Furthermore, the data can be easily converted as a community foundation upgrades or
moves into any of the other software options. Techsoupcanada.ca has great prices for non-profits
for off-the-shelf software.  Check with CFC Member Services for advice on what other new
community foundations are doing.

Customized software – Some community foundations have either developed on their own, or
received as in-kind donations, customized software for their grant tracking. Initially, these
products can be quite useful. However, community foundations need to consider the rapid
change in technology, their own growth, and the cost to maintain and upgrade such a system.
Another consideration is the software’s compatibility with word processing, accounting or other
software needs.
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Foundation management software – These applications, while comprehensive, are costly.  The
benefits of using them is that all key functions of the community foundations are integrated which
eliminates entering the same data multiple times in different systems.  The challenge is the cost.
Applications available at the time of publishing this manual (2020) include: Blackbaud Raisers
Edge, Akoyago and Foundant.

ACTION CHECKLIST:
setting up a records management system

WHO WHEN

Set up a records management system based on the board and operating records
identified above.

You may want to get expert advice from an experienced office administrator at the
beginning as it will save a lot of trouble in the long term.

Determine if the system will be cloud or server based and setup appropriate security
and authorization processes for accessing.

Assign responsibility for maintaining the records management system.

Confirm responsibility for who will maintain board records, minutes, policy book,
governing documents, etc.

Assess which, if any, database system best meets the needs of your foundation and
implement, if utilizing.

Make appropriate arrangements for back-up systems and keep back-up offsite.

Set up a “bring forward/reminder” system for tracking renewal dates for leases,
contracts, agreements, etc.

Create a Records Retention Policy and Checklist
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